Individual differences in talker acoustics substantially affect intelligibility in adverse listening conditions. Spectral enhancement has been found to reliably boost intelligibility in noise while temporal enhancement remains less effective. A potentially mediating factor that has been ignored so far is listening effort, as objectively assessed by the pupil dilation response. In two perception experiments, we measured intelligibility (keyword recall scores) and listening effort (pupil dilation) for two talkers in two listening conditions and with varying degrees of temporal modification. Results suggest that while keyword recall scores are sensitive to individual talker differences across listening conditions, the pupil dilation response reflects the degree of temporal and spectral distortion introduced by the signal processing techniques.
Introduction
Talkers differ in their degree of intelligibility in adverse listening conditions [1] . Furthermore, large-scale studies with multiple listening conditions suggest that talker intelligibility is preserved across such conditions [2] . Traditionally, talker intelligibility is quantified perceptually by measuring keyword recall in noise. This approach is not sensitive to the effort experienced during listening, an increasingly important aspect of research into speech perception in noise [3] , which can be measured by recording the pupil dilation. It has been shown that the pupil dilation increases with decreasing intelligibility in noise [4, 5, 6] . However, there is also evidence that at fixed intelligibility levels, pupil dilation is sensitive to the listening condition [7, 8] .
Relevant to research into listening effort are foremost the characteristics of the listener such as nativeness or hearing status [6, 9] . However, it has been argued that talker-related characteristics such as regional or foreign accent should be considered within the proposed framework of listening effort [10] . A recent study [11] found decreased pupil dilation for speech produced in noise (Lombard speech [12] ) when compared to speech produced in quiet. It has to be noted that at the tested SNRs, intelligibility was also increased for Lombard speech which corresponds to the established relationship of pupil dilation and intelligibility [6] .
In the current study, we were specifically interested in the contribution of temporal features of speech to intelligibility and listening effort. The literature on algorithmic speech modifications suggests an asynchronous effect of manipulating speaking rate. While decreasing speaking rate does not improve intelligibility in noise [13, 14] , increasing it impairs intelligibility when the compression factor is sufficiently large [15] which has been linked to the disruption of neural entrainment to speech [16, 17] . Listeners can only benefit from decreased speaking rate in the presence of a fluctuating masker when temporal dips can be exploited [18] . In natural speech, some studies find speaking rate to be correlated with intelligibility [1] , others do not [19] , which is possibly mediated by the selection of stimuli or the task instructions. Our hypothesis was that a reduced speaking rate, artificial or natural, causes a decrease in listening effort, even when this is not reflected in recall scores per se. This finding could be potentially relevant for the design of applications employing user-driven speaking rate adjustments. Experiment 1 aimed at measuring intelligibility and listening effort in two listening conditions for two talkers with distinct speaking rate. We also tested local and global temporal modifications of both talkers. Experiment 2 employed an adaptive procedure to assess listening effort at a fixed intelligibility level for a subset of conditions from experiment 1.
Methods

Participants
In experiment 1, sixteen normal-hearing native speakers of British English were recruited (12 females; MAge = 21.94; age range, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . In experiment 2, twenty-four normal-hearing native speakers of British English were recruited (12 females; MAge = 23.54; age range, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . They were either reimbursed for their participation or credits were assigned. Normal hearing ability was established by pure-tone audiometry at the beginning of each testing session. Thresholds for eligibility were 25 dB HL in both ears.
Materials
We used 192 IEEE sentences [20] spoken by two male speakers of Southern British English (Age: [71,69]) with intelligibility and speaking rate differences. Intelligibility was assessed in a pilot experiment with sixteen listeners. The talkers were recorded anechoically by the first author as part of a larger corpus. All sentences were preprocessed using Matlab [21] by converting to mono, down sampling to 22.5 kHz and applying a Butterworth high pass filter at 50 Hz. Before and after modifications were applied, the amplitudes of the audio files were root-mean-square (RMS) normalised. Speaking rates were 3.52 syllables/s for the intelligible talker (T08) and 4.33 syllables/s for the less intelligible talker (T13).
Local and global modifications
In addition to the unmodified speech (Plain), we created locally aligned versions of both talkers (Align), using the software Vo-cALign [22] similar to Cooke et al. [14] . Global modification was applied using the WSOLA algorithm [23] . We increased speaking rate by a factor 2 (Fast) and reduced it by a factor .66 (Slow). Overall sentence duration decreased by 50% (Fast) and increased by~52% (Slow). All items were manually checked for signal processing artefacts. 
Listening conditions
In experiment 1, speech-modulated noise (SMN) and a noisevocoder (Nx) were used to mask or distort the speech material. In experiment 2, only SMN was used. We preferred speechmodulated noise over competing speech in order to avoid effects of informational masking, which are known to affect pupil dilation [7] . We generated a speech-shaped noise using the LTAS of another male talker. For modulation, a set of non-experimental IEEE sentences spoken by the same talker was chosen. They were concatenated after removing the first second of the beginning and end of each sentence, ensuring that no silent parts were included. The amplitude envelope was then extracted using the Hilbert transform and applied to the speech-shaped noise. We generated 12 different versions of the SMN masker.
The Nx condition consisted of a 10-channel noise-vocoder spanning 30-9000 Hz. The original signal was divided into 10 frequency bands spaced according to the cochlear frequencyposition function [24] . Amplitude envelopes were extracted from each band by applying a 4th-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency at 256 Hz and half-wave rectification. The envelopes were then used to modulate respective white noise bands.
Design and Procedure
Experiment 1
We constructed 16 lists (one per condition) with 12 sentences per list. The lists were optimised so that the mean duration and predictability from context was approximately matched across lists (SDDuration <= 0.05s, SDEntropy <= 0.3bits). Entropy measures were based on a language model of British English (BNC corpus). It was ensured that the same keyword was not repeated more than twice within the same list which turned out to be the strictest constraint possible given the set of sentences. The lists and sentences within each list were randomised for each participant. Listening conditions (SMN and Nx) were divided over the two halves of the experiment and the order was counterbalanced across participants. Talkers and modifications were also counterbalanced within each half, according to a Latin square design. One of the 12 versions of the SMN was randomly selected for each noise trial.
At the beginning of each testing session, participants' hearing ability was measured using pure-tone audiometry. Hearing thresholds were determined at 1, 2, 4, 8, 0.25 and 0.5 kHz, in the order indicated. After written and oral instructions, participants were asked to put their head comfortably on a head rest. The distance from rest to screen was kept constant at 55cm. Participants wore headphones (Sennheiser HD 25 SP II) during the experiment. A fixation cross was present throughout the experiment at the centre of the screen. The experiment was implemented in Matlab [21] .
Each experiment half started with either 8 (SMN) or 16 (Nx) practice trials. We used more practice trials for the Nx conditions because of possible adaptation effects (e.g., [25] ). The practice materials were taken from a female talker not included in the main experiment. Practice sentences were not contained in the experimental lists. After an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms, the baseline pupil size was recorded for 2000 ms. In masking conditions, noise started with the onset of the baseline. After the sentence was played, the pupil size was tracked for another 3000 ms. Participants repeated back as many words as possible and the correctly identified content words were selected by the experimenter on a separate control screen. Incorrect suffixes such as plural (-s) or tense (-ed) endings were allowed. The light settings inside the room were kept at approximately 130 lux and were only adjusted if a participant's pupil size measured during practice was too large or too small to show a response. A timeline of an experimental trial of experiment 1 is shown in Figure 1 .
Experiment 2
The design and procedure of Experiment 2 was subject to the following changes. A subset of modifications was used (Plain, Align) with only one listening condition (SMN). We determined SNRs adaptively by measuring speech reception thresholds (SRTs) at 50% intelligibility for each talker and modification. We applied a one-up-one-down procedure [26] . Based on pilot data, initial SNRs were determined as -10 dB SNR (T08) and -6 dB SNR (T13). The step size was 2 dB. Final SNRs were calculated as the mean SNR of SRT trials after the fifth reversal. Eight lists (one per condition and test type) with 24 sentences per list were used. Eight trials with SMN masker were presented as practice at the beginning of the experiment. Modifications were distributed over the two halves of the experiment. The order was counterbalanced across participants, so was the order of talkers within each half. SRTs were always measured at the beginning of each half. The inter-stimulus interval was increased to 2000 ms in order to leave more time for the pupil size to return to baseline. Noise started after 1000 ms.
Pupil data preprocessing
Gaps of missing pupil data (blinks) were extended to 80 ms before and 140 ms after the gap. This procedure was suggested by Zekveld et al. [27] because eye-lid movements can affect pupil size even before or after complete closure. Trials that contained more than 40% missing data were removed from the analysis. Gaps were interpolated linearly. Outliers were defined as values outside 1.5 interquartile ranges below the first quartile or above the third quartile (Tukey's fences, [28] ). They were replaced by the value of the 95th and the 5th percentile, respectively. For each trial, the mean of the second half of the baseline was calculated and the percentage change measured for each data point in that trial. A single value (peak dilation) was detected by finding the maximum dilation within a range from 1000 ms after sentence onset and 3000 ms after sentence offset. 
Analysis
The proportion of content words (keywords) correctly identified and the peak pupil dilation were averaged across trials for each condition and listener. Both keyword recall and pupil dilation data were analysed using linear mixed effects models [29] with Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom method. In all models, we allowed random intercepts for listeners. For multiple comparisons, Bonferroni adjustments were made. . Pairwise comparisons showed that T08 was more intelligible than T13 [t = 11.55, p < .001]. Fast speech was less intelligible than any other modification [p < .001] and aligned speech was less intelligible than plain speech [t = −3.71, p < .05]. The interaction showed that for T08 aligned speech was less intelligible than plain speech [t = −4.29, p < .001], while for T13 aligned speech was not more or less intelligible than plain speech [p > .05]. Figure  2 shows the proportion of keywords recalled correctly for all conditions in experiment 1. The full set of contrasts in the interaction can be retrieved at https://goo.gl/FYUaXK.
Results
Behavioural
Experiment 1
Experiment 2
There was no main effect or interaction of talker and modification on the proportion of keywords recalled correctly. This confirmed that the adaptive procedure was correctly applied. For SNRs, we found a main effect of talker [F (1, 69) = 154.93, p < .001] and modification [F (1, 69) = 13.76, p < .001], as well as an interaction of talker and modification [F (1, 69) = 11.9, p < .001]. Pairwise comparisons showed a lower SNR for T08 compared to T13 [t = −12.45, p < .001] and a higher SNR for aligned compared to plain speech [t = 3.71, p < .001]. The interaction showed a higher SNR for aligned speech of T08 [t = 5.06, p < 0.001] with no significant difference between modifications for T13 [p > 0.05]. Figure 3 shows SNRs for all conditions in experiment 2. 
Pupillometry
For pupil data, all analyses are based on the peak pupil dilation, averaged across all trials of one condition.
Experiment 1
The only significant main effect we found was of condition [F (1, 220.1) = 8.87, p < .05] with larger peak pupil dilation for Nx. This effect is indicated in the time series depicted in Figure 4. In addition, the time series shows descriptive trends. They indicate that for Nx, most modifications have a large peak pupil dilation response whereas in the SMN condition responses were more distinct. For instance, fast speech showed an increased response for both talkers. For T13, aligned and slow speech show reduced peaks over plain whereas for T08 this trend is reversed.
Experiment 2
We found a main effect of modification [F (1, 65.04) = 10.36, p < .05], but no interaction with talker, contrary to the keyword recall data. Aligned speech of both talkers was associated with a larger peak pupil dilation, as indicated by the time series in Figure 5 . 
Discussion
Our first experiment was designed to measure intelligibility and listening effort with respect to two talkers varying in their speaking rate. We artificially manipulated speaking rate locally and globally and presented sentences in two listening conditions. Our aim was to assess the effect of temporal modifications on intelligibility and listening effort. Experiment 2 investigated only a subset of the conditions which allowed us to increase the number of tested items. Furthermore, we determined a fixed intelligibility level with overall lower SNRs, enabling an interpretation of pupil dilation independent of intelligibility.
We found that talker T08 was more intelligible overall, independent of the listening condition. This result shows that talker intelligibility can be preserved across listening conditions [2] . We believe that this result is due to a combination of acoustic features, which boost intelligibility selectively in certain conditions [1] . In both experiments, artificially increasing speaking rate reduced intelligibility. Unlike Cooke and Aubanel [18] , we did not observe a benefit of artificially decreasing the speaking rate, despite the use of a fluctuating masker. In experiment 1, intelligibility might have been overall too high to detect this benefit: Cooke and Aubanel [18] had an average plain speech intelligibility of 34% in the SMN condition. However, even when keeping intelligibility at 50% (experiment 2) we did not observe a benefit of decreasing speaking rate locally. An explanation that Cooke and Aubanel provide for their improvements is that simply elongating the sentences increases the amount of spectral glimpses [18] . Aligning T13 to T08 might simply not have provided a sufficient increase in the glimpsing proportion.
In experiment 1, pupil dilation showed no difference between talkers and modifications. This might have been due to a small amount of trials per condition (12) and a small number of participants (16) . Descriptive results do indicate increased pupil dilation for fast speech and a reduction for aligned and slow speech for the less intelligible talker in the SMN condition. If significant, these results would have supported our hypothesis, in that a reduction of speaking rate in the context of a fast talker decreases listening effort. In experiment 1, pupil dilation was however sensitive to the listening condition manipulation. This effect was not observed with keyword recall scores only, indicating that the pupil dilation responds to a distinct process. We hypothesise that the added level of distortion introduced by the vocoder had an impact on the pupil dilation. A previous study found that the pupil dilation response is correlated with the number of vocoder channels, including conditions at ceiling intelligibility [30] . Our results contradict a previous study by Zekveld et al. [31] who found a larger pupil dilation for SMN over Nx. However, the two studies are not directly comparable since the number of channels were adjusted for each participant in the study by Zekveld et al. [31] .
Pupillometry results of experiment 2 show that at fixed intelligibility levels, artificially aligning speech, i.e., increasing (T08) and decreasing (T13) speaking rate, is associated with a larger peak pupil dilation. At the same time, SNRs indicated a difference between plain and aligned speech only for T08. This result could indicate that at fixed intelligibility levels, pupil dilation is sensitive to the artificial re-timing of the original speech. It has been shown previously that pupil dilation and subjective ratings can capture differences between synthetic and natural speech, even when intelligibility is optimal [32] . It is possible that the local re-timing process introduced temporal distortions, affecting certain acoustic parameters relevant for speech intelligibility such as amplitude modulations [33] . However, since intelligibility was preserved, the effect might be related to more cognitive processes. With regard to neural models of speech processing, modifying speaking rate locally might have disrupted neural entrainment [16, 17] .
Conclusion
We presented results of two experiments investigating intelligibility and listening effort associated with two talkers in two listening conditions and with a range of temporal modifications. Talker intelligibility was preserved across listening conditions. Artificially increasing speaking rate reduced intelligibility while decreasing it did not provide any benefit, contrary to our predictions. Listening effort, however, as measured by the pupil dilation response, was larger for both, an artificial local increase and decrease of speaking rate. This result, together with a larger response found for vocoded speech, could indicate that the pupil dilation is sensitive to the amount of spectral and temporal distortion introduced into the speech signal. Further experiments should be devised to parametrically assess the differential effect of temporal modifications on intelligibility and listening effort. So far, we have only considered a small range of temporal manipulations and SNRs. These findings could be useful for the design of audiological tests and software applications which allow users to control the rate of speech.
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